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created templates and added word dictionaries. In addition, we trained around 100 templates,
since; the most of letters can be find in Russian language with embedded templates in FR. The
only exception is the letter that produce the sound ”gi”. The dictionary that we added has about
5000 words, many of them are from other Cyrillic scripts that we recognized previously.

Regarding, recognition accuracy is over 97% words the remaining 3% errors we corrected them
manually. In order to convert from Cyrillic alphabet into Latin alphabet, we also used the AAConv
Tool. This tool was developed within Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science. The
transliteration accuracy is about 99%. For reediting text style such as, font, bolt italic, capital
letters etc. we needed a bit of manual work. The obtained resource we intend to make a book. For
its illustration were involved few volunteers. Finally, by using Machine-learning techniques such
as, LDA latent dirichlet allocation and Euclidean distance, we analyzed the diachronic aspect of
folklore text.
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Efficient public administration at local and national level is an important condition for the sus-
tainable development of the country. There are known some mathematical models for generating
scenarios of administrative territorial organization depending on various criteria and restrictions
[1]. Most of them are not acceptable in terms of time and space complexity.
A mixed integer linear programming model for optimization of administrative territorial organi-
zation is proposed. The model is based on the research results published in [2] and [3]. Due to
special compromise restrictions, the model can serve as a flexible and efficient tool for obtaining
and evaluating potential administrative territorial scenarios in reasonable time. Undoubtedly this
model can be easily adjusted to the conditions of different regions and countries throughout the
world.
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